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A Corrigendum on

Early ERP Evidence for Children’s and Adult’s Sensitivity to Scalar Implicatures Triggered by

Existential Quantifiers (Some)

by Panizza, D., Onea, E., and Mani, N. (2021). Front. Psychol. 12:657408.
doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2021.657408

In the original article, there were mistakes in Figures 1–8, as published. The order of presentation
of the figures was incorrect and did not correspond to the legend description. The corrected
Figures 1–8, and corresponding captions, appear below.

The authors apologize for these errors and state that they do not change the scientific
conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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Panizza et al. Corrigendum: ERP Evidence for Sensitivity to Implicatures

FIGURE 1 | Grand-averaged ERPs recorded in children, time-locked to the presentation of the word “Alle” (all) for the some-infelicitous condition (black line)

compared to the some-felicitous condition (red line).

FIGURE 2 | Topographic maps of the ERPs recorded in children, time-locked to the presentation of the word “Alle” (all) for the some-felicitous condition minus the

some-infelicitous condition in the three time windows.
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Panizza et al. Corrigendum: ERP Evidence for Sensitivity to Implicatures

FIGURE 3 | Grand-averaged ERPs recorded in children, time-locked to the presentation of the word “Ein paar” (some) for the some-felicitous condition (black line)

compared to the some-infelicitous condition (red line).

FIGURE 4 | Topographic maps of the ERPs recorded in children, time-locked to the presentation of the word “Ein paar” (some) for the some-infelicitous condition

minus the some-felicitous condition in the three time windows.
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FIGURE 5 | Grand-averaged ERPs recorded in adults, time-locked to the presentation of the word “Alle” (all) for the some-infelicitous condition (black line) compared

to the some-felicitous condition (red line).

FIGURE 6 | Topographic maps of the ERPs recorded in adults, time-locked to the presentation of the word “Alle” (all) for the some-felicitous condition minus the

some-infelicitous condition in the three time windows.
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FIGURE 7 | Grand-averaged ERPs recorded in adults, time-locked to the presentation of the word “Ein paar” (some) for the some-felicitous condition (black line)

compared to the some-infelicitous condition (red line).

FIGURE 8 | Topographic maps of the ERPs recorded in adults, time-locked to the presentation of the word “Ein paar” (some) for the some-infelicitous condition minus

the some-felicitous condition in the three time windows.
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